COLOR YOUR SPACE

2019 INSPIRATIONAL PALETTES

Featuring

ColorWave™
We’ve all seen how some spaces within the office are constantly buzzing with activity. So what makes these places so inviting?

Often times, it’s about the emotional connection people feel toward these magnetic settings, and this feeling can be greatly influenced by carefully chosen color palettes. Material selection goes far beyond a reflection of personal preferences. In fact, the right paint colors, textured finishes and fabric patterns can sharpen focus, calm nerves and increase productivity.

To learn more about the role of materials in the workplace, check out our Material & Trends article found on hon.com.
Spark your creativity with one of our hand-picked palettes. Each contains a selection of finishes to inspire and help you personalize your workspace.
SEE WHAT’S NEW AND NOW. DISCOVER THE COLORS THAT ARE TRENDING.

Look for palettes that feature these *Trend Paints*.

Voi® desk featuring Blossom.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Blossom</th>
<th>Succulent</th>
<th>Conifer</th>
<th>Cabernet</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>P8K</td>
<td>P8A</td>
<td>P8H</td>
<td>P7T</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
2019 COLOR YOUR SPACE
Featuring
Find these colors and more on hon.com/fabrics-finishes

Abound® workstations featuring Succulent.
ADD COLOR TO THE CUBE WITH BOLDS, BRIGHTS, & HARMONIOUS HUES.

Look for the Colorwav icon on palettes that feature these paint finishes.

Ember M6R (plastic) / P8P (metal)
Bullseye BY (plastic) / P8F (metal)
Krypton KT (plastic) / P8F (metal)
Regatta RE (plastic) / P8M (metal)
Atom* P8S (metal)
Iris* P8J (metal)
Ion* P8B (metal)

*SNot available on Solve
2019 COLOR YOUR SPACE
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Find these colors and more on hon.com/fabrics-finishes
Voi® Cubes featuring Colorwav
Early Dawn

Wake your senses with a cool splash of color, from misty blue to deep burgundy.

1. Laminate: Skyline Walnut LSW1
2. Panel Fabric: Camira Blazer Lite Tender PCAMBLT53
3. Seating Fabric: Appoint Blackberry PNS012
4. Trend Paint: Cabernet PJT
5. Seating Fabric: Stinson Nimble Mulberry SCFSNM68
6. Seating Fabric: Dapper Rose DPR40
7. Seating Fabric: Maharam Bluff Zip SMHM4BLF11
8. Seating Fabric: Quill Aviary QUL03
9. Seating Fabric: Stinson Square One Fleece SCFSSQ56
10. Paint: Designer White PJW
11. Laminate: Kingswood Walnut LKI11

Find these colors and more on hon.com/fabrics-finishes
Carried Away

Drift off in this combination of dreamy grays, pops of orange, and burgundy.

1. Laminate: Designer White LDW1
2. Seating Fabric: Maharam Meld Seashell SMHMLD12
3. Paint: Titanium P8T
4. Seating Fabric: Maharam Bluff Lorimer SMHMBLF09
5. Seating Fabric: Blume Haze BLME08
6. Panel Fabric: Camira Blazer Lite Hush PCAMBLT42
7. Seating Fabric: Apex Beet AP12
8. Seating Fabric: Stinson Maze Sundown SCFSMZES1
9. Seating Fabric: Stinson Sequence Orange SCFSSEQ79
10. Trend Paint: Blossom P8K
11. Laminate: Kingswood Walnut LKI1

Find these colors and more on hon.com/fabrics-finishes
Tour of Tuscany

Imagine a workplace bustling with activity in this rustic palette.

1. Laminate: Florence Walnut LFW1
2. Panel Fabric: Centurion Iron Ore CU19
3. Paint: Fossil P28
4. Seating Fabric: Stinson Full Turn Thunder SCFSFTN60
5. Seating Fabric: Contourett Pumpkin UR42
6. Seating Fabric: Maharam Meld Fox SMMMLD24
7. Trend Paint: Conifer P8H
8. Seating Fabric: Purl Braid PURL10
9. Seating Fabric: Stinson Paradox Crisp SCFSDOX40
10. Seating Fabric: Maharam Apt Botanic SMHMAPT20
11. Laminate: Kingswood Walnut LKI1

Find these colors and more on hon.com/fabrics-finishes
Serene Scene

Pair soothing blues and brown earth tones to create a picturesque workplace.

1. Laminate: Kingswood Walnut LKI1
2. Paint: Muslin T3
3. Seating Fabric: Dapper Canvas DAPR25
4. Paint: Brownstone P7D
5. Panel Fabric: Camira Blazer Lite Worship PCAMBLT59
7. Seating Fabric: Stinson Square One Dolphin SCFSSQ58
8. Seating Fabric: Blume Slate BLME12
9. Seating Fabric: Contourett Nimbus UR93
10. Colorwav: Regatta RE (plastic)/ P8M (metal)
11. Laminate: Pinnacle PINC

Find these colors and more on hon.com/fabrics-finishes
Into The Wild

Vibrant colors and patterns inspired by nature will spur creativity to run wild.

1. Laminate: Shaker Cherry F
2. Colorwav: Regatta RE (plastic)/ P8M (metal)
3. Seating Fabric: Stinson Cannon Beach Edgewater SCFSCNN06
4. Seating Fabric: Stinson Bryant Park Saxon Blue SCFSBYK58
5. Plastic Shell: Surf BU
6. Seating Fabric: Maharam Article Bluegrass SMHMACL29
7. Seating Fabric: Stinson Blip Mineral SCFSBLP37
8. Seating Fabric: Stinson Sentry-HC Field SCFSSEN45
9. Paint: Loft LOFT
10. Panel Fabric: Mica Breeze MCA18
11. Laminate: Silver Mesh B9
Dream Catcher

Grounded neutrals paired with vivid brights is anything but a snooze.

1. Laminate: Skyline Walnut LSW1
2. Seating Fabric: Stinson Laredo Chocolate SCFSLAR08
3. Seating Fabric: Maharam Dart Fiesta SMHMDRT07
4. Seating Fabric: Stinson Tangram Guava SCFSTAN82
5. Plastic Shell: Tangelo RG
6. Seating Fabric: Stinson Sentry-HC Claymore SCFSSEN40
7. Seating Fabric: Maharam Insignia Graph SMHMISIG01
8. Seating Fabric: Brisa Ash RS05
9. Paint: Designer White PJW
10. Panel Fabric: Spin Alabaster SPIN02
11. Laminate: Designer White LDW1
Coral of the Year

Dive into this lively palette featuring the 2019 Color of the Year, Living Coral.

1. Laminate: Charcoal S
2. Seating Fabric: Dotty Gelato DOT34
3. Plastic Shell: Platinum PT
4. Seating Fabric: Hamilton Passion Fruit HAML02
5. Seating Fabric: Dapper Spice DAPR60
6. Seating Fabric: Dapper Sorbet DAPR55
7. Seating Fabric: Apex Lemonade APX08
8. Seating Fabric: Maharam Bluff Sherpa SMHMBLF06
9. Panel Fabric: Coast Tide COA08
10. Paint: Loft LOFT
11. Laminate: Kingswood Walnut LKI11
Home Sweet Home

Bring comforts of home to the workplace with calming colors and cozy textures.

1. Laminate: Florence Walnut LFW1
2. Seating Fabric: Stinson Sequence Burgundy SCFSSEQ82
3. Seating Fabric: Stinson Square One Petunia SCFSSQU59
4. Paint: Designer White PJW
5. Seating Fabric: Stinson Kinetic Quartz SCFSKIN33
6. Seating Fabric: Stinson Nimble Butternut SCFSNIM70
7. Seating Fabric: Maharam Apt Oak SMHMAPT32
8. Panel Fabric: Camira Blazer Lite Pillow PCAMBLT43
9. Seating Fabric: Purl Pasture PURL02
10. Seating Fabric: Camira Blazer Glasgow SCAMBLZ01
11. Laminate: Charcoal S

Find these colors and more on hon.com/fabrics-finishes
Flutter

Striking patterns of yellow, ochre and chestnut let your work environment take flight.

1. Laminate: Florence Walnut LFW1
2. Seating Fabric: Stinson Outlander Camel SCFSOUT10
3. Plastic Shell: Shadow SD
4. Panel Fabric: Appoint Chai APN12
5. Seating Fabric: Maharam Hedge Safari SMHMHED01
6. Seating Fabric: Maharam Cycle Finch SMHMCYC04
7. Colorwav: Ion P8N (metal)
8. Seating Fabric: Maharam Matrix by Kvadra 452 SMHMMA45
9. Seating Fabric: Dotty Sunflower DOT33
10. Paint: Muslin T3
11. Laminate: Phantom Ecru LPE1

Find these colors and more on hon.com/fabrics-finishes
Canyon

Bold hues and bright contrasts combine to create high energy that runs deep.

1. Laminate: Sheer Mesh A5
2. Paint: Greige T5
4. Seating Fabric: Stinson Outlander Amber SCFSOUT12
5. Panel Fabric: Disperse Gold Rush DISP02
6. Seating Fabric: Maharam Insignia Lap SMHMSIG02
7. Colorwav: Atom P85 (metal)
8. Seating Fabric: Blume Hyacinth BLME14
9. Plastic Shell: Tangelo RG
10. Seating Fabric: Stinson Tribeca Burnt Orange SCFSTRB47
11. Laminate: Cognac COGN

Find these colors and more on hon.com/fabrics-finishes
Bejeweled
Dazzling shades of emerald, amethyst and peridot create a workspace to treasure.

1. Laminate: Mahogany N
2. Seating Fabric: Apex Beet APX12
4. Colorwav: Iris PBJ (metal)
5. Panel Fabric: Disperse Emerald City DISP08
7. Paint: Charcoal $S$
8. Seating Fabric: Dapper Zest DAPR70
10. Seating Fabric: Stinson Laredo Camel SCFSLAR02
11. Laminate: Natural Maple D
Citrus Blend

Add some zest to your workspace with the invigorating colors of tangerine and lemon.

1. Laminate: Steel Mesh A9
2. Seating Fabric: Dotty Suit DOT20
3. Panel Fabric: Appoint Nimbus APN16
4. Plastic Shell: Tangelo RG
5. Colorwav: Ember MR (plastic) / P8P (metal)
6. Seating Fabric: Hamilton Sunrise HAML01
7. Seating Fabric: Silvertex Vinyl Limoncello SX42
8. Seating Fabric: Stinson Nimble Lemon Drop SCFSNIM65
9. Seating Fabric: Stinson Square One Lemon SCFSQU50
10. Paint: Loft LOFT
11. Laminate: Kingswood Walnut LKI1

Find these colors and more on hon.com/fabrics-finishes
Island Escape

Dive into shades of aquamarine and earth tones to foster a relaxing office atmosphere.

1. Laminate: Natural Maple D
2. Paint: Platinum Metallic T1
3. Plastic Shell: Platinum PT
4. Seating Fabric: Brisa Ash RS05
5. Seating Fabric: Blume Fir BLME09
7. Seating Fabric: Maharam Ledger Beryl SMHMLDG44
8. Seating Fabric: Maharam Disc Vibrant SMHMDCS04
9. Colorwav: Krypton KT (plastic) / PBF (metal)
10. Panel Fabric: Spin Tropic SPIN08
11. Laminate: Pinnacle PINC
Illuminate
Spark creativity and brighten up any workspace with shades of crimson and stone.

1. Laminate: Steel Mesh A9
2. Seating Fabric: Maharam Multiply Contrast SMHMLTO4
4. Paint: Champagne Metallic T4
5. Seating Fabric: Stinson Alignment Summer SCFSALG23
7. Plastic Shell: Cherry CR
8. Seating Fabric: Stinson Sequence Crimson SCFSEQ78
9. Colorwav: Bullseye BY (plastic) / PJF (metal)
10. Seating Fabric: Silvertex Vinyl Borscht SX15
11. Laminate: Shaker Cherry F

Find these colors and more on hon.com/fabrics-finishes
Rich patterns combining brilliant blues and cool neutrals are refreshing and cheerful.

1. Laminate: Silver Mesh B9
2. Seating Fabric: Stinson Sentry-HC Celestial SCFSSEN34
3. Seating Fabric: Maharam Multiply Sway SMHMMLT07
4. Paint: Platinum Metallic T1
5. Seating Fabric: Stinson Natural World Sapphire SCFSNAT24
6. Colorwav: Atom P8S (metal)
7. Seating Fabric: Maharam Spry Trance SMHMSPY07
8. Panel Fabric: Disperse Ink DISP06
9. Plastic Shell: Regatta RE
10. Seating Fabric: Maharam Mode Ballpoint SMHMMOD29
11. Laminate: Cognac COGN
Cherry Blossom

Let productivity bloom with pastels and earth tones that complement your space.

1. Laminate: Pinnacle PINC
2. Panel Fabric: Disperse Oatmeal DISP15
3. Plastic Shell: Platinum PT
4. Paint: Designer White PJW
5. Seating Fabric: Rush Mint RUSH09
6. Seating Fabric: Maharam Ledger Beryl SMHMLDG44
7. Seating Fabric: Maharam Fruit Droplet SMHMFROU06
8. Seating Fabric: Maharam Hero by Kvadrat 541 SMHMHER54
9. Seating Fabric: Stinson Lava Sunfire SCFSLAV05
10. Seating Fabric: Stinson Sentry-HC Fortress SCFSSEN38
11. Laminate: Natural Recon LNR1

Find these colors and more on hon.com/fabrics-finishes
Flamingo Bay

Capture the warmth of a tropical sunset with this tapestry of color. Umbrella drink optional.
**Macro**

For spaces with a larger than life spirit, these vibrant punches of color make a bold statement.

1. Laminate: Silver Mesh B9
2. Paint: Textured Silver PR8
3. Panel Fabric: Disperse Mist DISP12
4. Seating Fabric: Maharam Hero by Kvadrat 151 SMHMHER15
5. Seating Fabric: Stinson Lava Volcano SCFSLAV14
6. Seating Fabric: Stinson Blip Pumpkin SCFSBLP40
7. Seating Fabric: Maharam Apt Lotus SMHMAPT30
8. Seating Fabric: Brisa Rose Red RS43
9. Plastic Shell: Mulberry MB
10. Seating Fabric: Clyde Claret CLYD13
11. Laminate: Mocha MOCH

Find these colors and more on hon.com/fabrics-finishes
Hydrangea

A fresh and approachable way to add sophistication to any office is what springs to mind with this organically inspired palette.

1. Laminate: Phantom Ecru LPE1
2. Seating Fabric: Maharam Article Chalice SMHMACL36
3. Seating Fabric: Ultraleather Pro Blush SUF554200
4. Seating Fabric: Hamilton Dusty Rose HAML07
5. Paint: Platinum Metallic T1
6. Panel Fabric: Appoint Nimbus APN16
7. Seating Fabric: Stinson Symmetry Blue SCFSSYM34
8. Colorwav: Regatta RE (plastic)/ P8M (metal)
10. Plastic Shell: Shadow SD
11. Laminate: Florence Walnut LFW1
Blackberry

For a work environment that’s cool and exhilarating, pair lush plums with slate grays for sweet results.

1. Laminate: Harvest C
2. Seating Fabric: Maharam Messenger Balsa SMHMGMRM01
3. Seating Fabric: Stinson Dodgeball Shuffle SCFSDBG05
4. Panel Fabric: Disperse Prince DISP07
5. Colorwav: Iris P8J (metal)
6. Seating Fabric: Stinson Matrix Mystic SCFSMTX58
7. Seating Fabric: Stinson Outlander Fog SCFSOUT14
8. Plastic Shell: Loft LO
9. Seating Fabric: Seed Ash SED15
10. Paint: Greige T5
11. Laminate: Portico Teak LPT1
Homegrown

These earthy tones liven any workspace and let productivity blossom.

1. Laminate: Designer White LDW1
2. Panel Fabric: Camira Blazer Lite Dainty PCAMBLT64
4. Seating Fabric: Stinson Adagio Nautilus SCFSADG15
5. Seating Fabric: Stinson Full Turn Navy SCFSFTN58
6. Paint: Textured Charcoal P7A
7. Plastic Shell: Shadow SD
8. Seating Fabric: Stinson Artisan Nectar SCFSART76
9. Seating Fabric: Maharam Merit Gator SMHMMER19
10. Seating Fabric: Maharam Apt Jade SMHMAPT18
11. Laminate: Kingswood Walnut LKI1
Essentials
Spice up your basic black with new patterns and textures.

1. Laminate: Loft LOFT
2. Seating Fabric: Apex Blackberry APX20
3. Seating Fabric: Stinson Tangram Blackboard SCFSTAN90
4. Seating Fabric: Stinson Eddy Basalt SCFSEDY02
5. Paint: Loft LOFT
6. Seating Fabric: Blume Opal BLME06
7. Seating Fabric: Stinson Handwork Peppercorn SCFSHDW54
8. Panel Fabric: Disperse Oatmeal DISP15
9. Seating Fabric: Maharam Bluff Fuscous SMHMBLF24
10. Plastic Shell: Lava LA
11. Laminate: Portico Teak LPT1

Find these colors and more on hon.com/fabrics-finishes
Legacy Palettes — Past Favorites

Parisian Delights

1. Paint: Silver PR8
2. Laminate: Portico Teak LPT1
3. Panel Fabric: Disperse Mist DISP12
5. Seating Fabric: Stinson Sentry-HC Aura SCFSSEN37
6. Plastic Shell: Loft LO
7. Seating Fabric: Dotty Peony DOT32
8. Seating Fabric: Purl Alpaca PURL08

Autumn

1. Panel Fabric: Terrain Delta TRRN10
2. Seating Fabric: Stinson Hive Chili SCFSHVE75
4. Laminate: Silver Mesh B9
5. Laminate: Natural Maple D
6. Plastic Shell: Loft LO
7. Seating Fabric: Silvertex Vinyl Basil SX20
8. Paint: Silver PR8

Find these colors and more on hon.com/fabrics-finishes
Splash

1. Paint: Loft LOFT
2. Plastic Shell: Surf BU
3. Panel Fabric: Sarto Mist SRT45
4. Seating Fabric: Rush Wave RUSH12
5. Seating Fabric: Seed Harbor SED10
6. Plains Tile: Frost PL01
7. Seating Fabric: Appoint Turquoise PNS006
8. Laminate: Phantom Ecru LPE1

Carnival

1. Seating Fabric: Maharam Mode Kermes SMHMMOD24
2. Laminate: Skyline Walnut LSW1
3. Plastic Shell: Surf BU
5. Seating Fabric: Stinson Square One Skyway SCFSSQU62
6. Paint: Loft LOFT
7. Seating Fabric: Ultrafabrics Ultraleather Blueberry SUF554711
8. Panel Fabric: Mica Crystal MCAWIT

Find these colors and more on hon.com/fabrics-finishes
Legacy Palettes — Past Favorites

**Bouquet**

1. Paint: Champagne Metallic **T4**
2. Seating Fabric: Stinson Pinball Sunshine **SCFSPINS4**
3. Plastic Shell: Loft **LO**
4. Seating Fabric: Dapper Sorbet **DAPR55**
5. Laminate: Phantom Ecru **LPE1**
6. Laminate: Tangerine **LTG1**
7. Seating Fabric: Maharam Bright Cube Crush **SMHMCUB01**
8. Panel Fabric: Landscape Maize **LN40**

**Seedling**

1. Laminate: Sheer Mesh **A5**
2. Seating Fabric: Appoint Seating Lawn **PNS005**
3. Panel Fabric: Sarto Oyster **SRT18**
4. Seating Fabric: Hamilton Biscotti **HAML11**
5. Seating Fabric: Stinson Bass Line Treble **SCFSBA59**
6. Plastic Shell: Lime **LM**
7. Laminate: Cognac **COGN**
8. Paint: Muslin **T3**
Butterscotch

1. Seating Fabric: Centurion Goldenrod **CU27**
2. Panel Fabric: Landscape Maize **LN40**
3. Paint: Silver **PR8**
4. Laminate: Pinnacle **PINC**
5. Seating Fabric: Hamilton Dane **HAML16**
6. Plastic Shell: Shadow **SD**
7. Seating Fabric: Stinson Retrograde Sunrise **SCFSRET71**
8. Laminate: Loft **LOFT**

Spice

1. Paint: Shadow **SHDW**
2. Seating Fabric: Stinson Hi-Fi Clarity **SCFSHF47**
3. Plastic Shell: Tangelo **RG**
4. Seating Fabric: Whisper Vinyl Cashew **WP29**
5. Laminate: Mocha **MOCH**
6. Seating Fabric: Stinson Sequence Sky **SCFSSEQ77**
7. Panel Fabric: Landscape Tangelo **LN50**

Find these colors and more on hon.com/fabrics-finishes